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Precise grinding with 8 grind 
settings, 3 infusion 
temperatures, single wall 
filters for up to 20 g of coffee 
and active temperature 
control for perfect coffee 
extraction.

ENHANCED 
COFFEE FLAVOUR

PUMP DRIVEN ESPRESSO MAKER

Barcode and codes

Powerful My Latte Art 
steam wand creates the 
ideal microfoam, so you 
can experiment with 
authentic milk creations.

FROTHING LIKE A 
PRO

Tamping mat for ideal 
stability, dosing funnel to 
avoid coffee spilling and 
stainless steel professional 
tamper for precision tamping 
just like a barista.

BARISTA KIT

COFFEE STYLED TO ANY OCCASION

 Thermoblock heating system: 
always the perfect temperature

 Integrated grinder with 8 grind 
settings

 NEW Single wall Filter 
baskets (1 or 2 cups): coffee 
dose up to 20 g

 2 pre-set coffee recipes: 
Espresso and Long Black

 3 Infusion Coffee 
Temperatures (92/94/96° C)

 Dosing&Tamping guide for 
mess free operations and 
perfect tamping

 Tamping Mat
 15-bar pump
 My Latte Art system: perfect 

to prepare hot milk, or textured 
microfoam

 Dedicated Hot water outlet for 
teas and Long Black

 Espresso cup support to 
maintain a perfect crema

 Cup height up to 11cm tall
 Removable 1.5L water tank
 Accessories: Milk jug, 

Dosing&Tamping guide, 
Tamper ,Tamping Mat, Steam 
Wand cleaning tool, 
descaling solution, single 
and double filter.

De’Longhi Coffee

TECHNICAL DATA EC9155.MB
Rated
voltage/Frequency V~Hz 220/240~50-60

Power - Max W 1300

Pump pressure Bar 15

Weight Kg 8.8 Kg

Dimension (wxdxh) mm 275x365x400

EC9155.MB

La Specialista Arte allows the coffee explorer 
to enjoy the art of making coffee, 
effortlessly. Be the barista in your own home, 
with a simple and authentic process from 
grinding, dosing tamping and texturing. A 
complete set of barista accessories and 
exclusive technologies puts you in control, 
achieving in-cup results that perfectly match 
your personal taste.

Pre-set beverages at your fingertips: Espresso, 
Long Black, and hot water to further 
personalise coffee beverages. A professional 
metal tamper, a tamping mat, dosing & 
tamping guide, a milk jug, two sizes single-wall 
filters; all the barista accessories to practice 
and experiment with your perfect taste, 
together with De'Longhi finest technology. 

Take complete control of the coffee-making 
process thanks to 8 grind settings, 3 
temperature control and the My Latte Art 
Steam wand to create the perfect milk texture. 
All features, to allow the ideal coffee 
extraction, matching your taste with your 
favourite coffee beans.

Its compact and unique stylish design has 
been created to suit all lifestyles and kitchen 
spaces, the perfect compromise between 
performance and convenience, all packed with 
this compact and beautifully designed coffee 
machine.
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